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Stage: 2 + 3 Term: Week: 

Strand Stage 2 + 3 – Physical World
Stage 2 of the Physical World strand focuses on light, heat and electrical energy and how contact forces affect the behaviour of objects. 
Stage 2 of this strand develops their understanding of energy as a resource that can be generated and transferred. They investigate 
the interdependent relationship between energy and forces that affects the behaviour of objects. Students observe how energy and 
forces are used in the manufacture of products and in systems.

Outcomes •  Questions, plans and conducts scientific investigations, collects and summarises data and communicates using scientific 
representations ST2-1WS-S

•  Describes how contact and non-contact forces affect an object’s motion ST2-9PW-ST

•  Plans and conducts scientific investigations to answer testable questions, and collects and summarises data to communicate 
conclusions ST3-1WS-S

• Explains how energy is transformed from one form to another ST3-8PW-ST

Skill Focus Working Scientifically
Planning and conducting investigations
• Plan scientific investigations with guidance

• Conduct scientific investigations to find answers to questions

• Consider and apply the elements of fair tests

Processing and analysing data
• Suggest possible reasons for findings (ACSIS215, ACSIS216)

Content Contact and non-contact forces
Observe how contact and non-contact forces cause changes in the motion of objects (ACSSU076)

Lesson Plan: Ball Drop
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WALA 
(We are learning 
about)

Energy transfer

ResourcesSuccess Criteria • Design an experiment to demonstrate a transfer of energy

• Describe different types of energy (potential, kinetic, heat)

• Work in partnerships to show the transfer of energy in a physical experiment setting

Ignition • Watch introduction of innovation games: Ball Drop

• Have students crouch on the ground and explain the tension in legs as being “potential energy”

• Have students transfer their potential energy into kinetic energy – how is this done?

• Why does the tennis ball go so much higher than the basketball?

Ball Drop with Angus 
Glover from the 
Sydney Kings 

https://youtu.be/
p3EJ8cZMrlQ 

Lesson Body •  Watch Innovation Games video: Ball Drop and ignite a class discussion on the transfer of energy from one 
ball to another

•  Have students write an experiment that will test the transfer of energy involved in 1. kicking a ball, then 2. 
kicking a ball at another ball and finally 3. Kicking a ball at a line of balls

•  Have students make prediction about what will happen

•  The experiment involves the student kicking a ball at another ball. The energy is transferred from their foot 
to the ball. When ball A hits ball B, the energy is transferred. Students predict what will happen to both balls: 
ball A remains still and ball B is moved forward.

• Repeat the above experiment with ball B, C, D…. lined up together. 

Balls of any size – two 
per partnership

(can be done with 
marbles for smaller 
scale)

Reflection •  Have students draw the transfer of energy involved in the Innovation Games experiment: Ball Drop using 
arrows for directional force

•  Have students draw the transfer of energy involved in the kicking ball experiment using arrows for 
directional force

Check out some of our best athletes demonstrating this experiment in action!

Ball Drop with Angus Glover from the Sydney Kings: 
https://youtu.be/p3EJ8cZMrlQ 

For all five experiments, visit 
innovationgames.com.au

https://youtu.be/p3EJ8cZMrlQ
https://youtu.be/p3EJ8cZMrlQ
https://youtu.be/p3EJ8cZMrlQ
https://www.sydneyolympicpark.com.au/Education/Innovation-Games-Lesson-Plans
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Stage: 2 + 3 Term: Week: 

Strand Stage 2 – Material World
Stage 2 of the Material World strand focuses on how solids and liquids change state and the properties of natural and processed 
materials. Students investigate how different properties of materials affect their suitability for products. They have the opportunity to 
develop a design solution to an identified need or opportunity, using a variety of materials. Stage 2 of this strand develops students’ 
knowledge and understanding of the properties and performance of materials and the material sciences.

Outcomes •  Questions, plans and conducts scientific investigations, collects and summarises data and communicates using scientific 
representations ST2-1WS-S

• Selects and uses materials, tools and equipment to develop solutions for a need or opportunity ST2-2DP-T

Skill Focus Working Scientifically
Questioning and Predicting
• Make predictions based on prior knowledge (ACSIS053, ACSIS064)

Planning and conducting experiments
• Plan scientific investigations with guidance

• Use appropriate materials and equipment safely (ACSIS054, ACSIS065)

• Participate individually and collaboratively with clear roles and goals

Design and Production
Researching and Planning
• Consider sustainable use of resources and time constraints in planning design solutions

• Produce labelled and annotated drawings including digital graphic representations (ACTDEP015)

Producing and implementing
• Select appropriate tools for a specific purpose

• Select and effectively manipulate appropriate materials for a specific purpose

Lesson Plan: Egg Toss
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Content Materials are used for a specific purpose
•  Investigate how the properties of natural and processed materials influence their suitability and use in products, services and/or 

environments (ACSSU074, ACTDEK013)

Focus Questions How do you decide upon which material to use for a particular purpose?

WALA 
(We are learning 
about)

Suitable materials

Resources
Success Criteria • Work together in a small group

•  Consider various materials and their suitability for the task use materials to catch an egg dropped from a 
height 

Stage 3: Physical World (ST3-2DP-T, ST3-8PW-ST)
• Identify different types of forces 

Ignition • Watch Innovation Games video: Egg Toss

• Facilitate group discussion about video

• What were the catchers doing to ensure the egg did not break?

• What would happen if the catchers did not move with the egg when catching it?

• What would happen if you dropped an egg on the ground?

• How could you stop the egg from breaking when it hit the ground?

Stage 3: Physical World 
• What sort of force is a throw in the Innovation Games video?

• What forces act on an egg dropped from 1-meter high?

• Describe inertia?

Egg Toss with Nathan 
McAndrew and 
Matthew Gilkes from 
the Sydney Thunder

https://youtu.
be/_9o1ufglR9I 

https://youtu.be/_9o1ufglR9I
https://youtu.be/_9o1ufglR9I
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Lesson Body •  Describe throwing as an Applied Force

•  Describe the transfer of energy from a throw to a catch

•  All students, working in groups of 3 – 5 will to build a contraption that will save an egg dropped from 
1-meter height using selected materials

•  Groups will need to assess the materials capabilities for the task and select three of the following: 10 paper 
straws, sticky tape, paper, paddle pop sticks, a book, cotton wool, plastic bag etc

     - What materials will be best at catching the egg – attached “Egg Drop Materials” Sheet

     - What materials will be best at saving the egg from breaking

•  Groups complete Egg Drop Materials Sheet

•  One student will stand over the contraption with an outstretched arm to drop the egg. Their group mates will 
ensure they are going to hit the target. Countdown to drop the egg!

•   Complete the table by showing which contraptions saved the egg (and to what degree)

Balls of any size – two 
per partnership

(can be done with 
marbles for smaller 
scale)

Reflection Students answer the following reflection questions
• What materials were best at saving the egg from breaking and why?

• How did you change the strength of the gravitational force acting on the egg?

• Why did the catchers in the Innovation Games video move when catching the egg?

Check out some of our best athletes demonstrating this experiment in action!

Egg Toss with Nathan McAndrew and Matthew Gilkes from the 
Sydney Thunder 
https://youtu.be/_9o1ufglR9I

For all five experiments, visit 
innovationgames.com.au

https://youtu.be/_9o1ufglR9I
https://www.sydneyolympicpark.com.au/Education/Innovation-Games-Lesson-Plans
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Stage: 2 + 3 Term: Week: 

Strand Angles 1 + 2

Outcomes Stage 2
•  Uses appropriate terminology to describe, and symbols to represent, mathematical ideas MA2-1WM

• Identifies, describes, compares and classifies angles MA2-16MG

• Identifies, describes, compares and classifies angles MA2-16MG

Stage 3
• Measures and constructs angles, and applies angle relationships to find unknown angles MA3-16MG

•  Describes and represents mathematical situations in a variety of ways using mathematical terminology and some conventions MA3-
1WM

Skill Focus Working mathematically
•   Develop understanding and fluency in mathematics through inquiry, exploring and connecting mathematical concepts, choosing and 

applying problem-solving skills and mathematical techniques, communication and reasoning

 Measurement and Geometry
•  Identify, visualise and quantify measures and the attributes of shapes and objects, and explore measurement concepts and 
geometric relationships, applying formulas, strategies and geometric reasoning in the solution of problems

Lesson Plan: Football Kick
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Content Stage 2
Compare angles and classify them as equal to, greater than or less than a right angle (ACMMG089)

•  Classify angles as acute, right, obtuse, straight, reflex or a revolution

Stage 3
Estimate, measure and compare angles using degrees (ACMMG112)
•  Recognise the need for a formal unit for the measurement of angles

•  Record angle measurements using the symbol for degrees (°)

Construct angles using a protractor (ACMMG112)
•  Identify and describe angle size in degrees for each of the classifications acute, obtuse and reflex

•  Compare the sizes of two or more angles in degrees, e.g. compare angles in different two dimensional shapes

•  Estimate angles in degrees and check by measuring

WALA 
(We are learning 
about)

Angles

Resources
Success Criteria •  Observe the increased difficulty in scoring a goal in AFL depending on the angle of the kick to the goal

•  Measure and compare angles

Ignition •  Watch introduction of Innovation Games video: Football Kick

•  Where is the easiest spot on the field to kick a goal?

•  Where is the hardest spot on the field to kick a goal?

•  Why is it harder when kicking the ball from the sideline?

•  What does the player mean when she says “opening up the angle”?

Kicking Trajectory with 
Rebecca Beeson from 
the GWS GIANTS

https://youtu.be/
LK5o2Izk2Oo

https://youtu.be/LK5o2Izk2Oo
https://youtu.be/LK5o2Izk2Oo
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Lesson Body •  Watch Innovation Games Video: Football Kick

•  Provide students with attached sheet: AFL Oval 

•  Have students plot on the field where the player in the video is kicking the ball from 

•  Students can then draw arms from the spot of kicking the ball to both goal posts. This will show the different 
angles that the player is kicking from

•  Compare the angles in terms of greater than or less than each other

•  Using a protractor, measure the angles

AFL Oval Sheet – 
provide multiple copies 
or use both end. Have 
students cut the angles 
out to compare one on 
top of the other

Reflection •  Where is the easiest place to kick the ball from? Why?

•  Does the distance between the goal posts change? 

•  What does the banana kick do to the angle of the kick?

Check out some of our best athletes demonstrating this experiment in action!

Kicking Trajectory with Rebecca Beeson from the GWS GIANTS 
https://youtu.be/LK5o2Izk2Oo

For all five experiments, visit 
innovationgames.com.au

https://youtu.be/LK5o2Izk2Oo
https://www.sydneyolympicpark.com.au/Education/Innovation-Games-Lesson-Plans
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Activity Sheet:  
Football Kick
•  Mark with a dot the locations 

where the player attempted 
goal kicks from in the 
Innovation Games video.

•  From the dot, use your ruler to 
draw two straight lines to both 
goal posts. You will see this 
creates a triangle.

•  The angle of the kick is the 
distance in degrees between 
the arms at the dot.

6.4m
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Stage: 2 + 3 Term: Week: 

Strand Stage 2 – Physical World
Stage 2 of the Physical World strand focuses on light, heat and electrical energy and how contact forces affect the behaviour of objects. 
Stage 2 of this strand develops their understanding of energy as a resource that can be generated and transferred. They investigate 
the interdependent relationship between energy and forces that affects the behaviour of objects. Students observe how energy and 
forces are used in the manufacture of products and in systems.

Outcomes •  Questions, plans and conducts scientific investigations, collects and summarises data and communicates using scientific 
representations ST2-1WS-S

•  Describes how contact and non-contact forces affect an object’s motion ST2-9PW-ST

Stage 3: Physical World
•  Explains how energy is transformed from one form to another ST3-8PW-ST

•  Investigates the effects of increasing or decreasing the strength of a specific contact or noncontact force ST3-9PW-ST

Skill Focus Working Scientifically
Planning and conducting investigations
•  Plan scientific investigations with guidance

•  Use appropriate materials and equipment safely (ACSIS054, ACSIS065)

•  Participate individually and collaboratively with clear roles and goals

Processing and analysing data
•  Use a range of methods to represent data, including tables and column graphs 

•  Identify patterns and trends in gathered data (ACSIS057, ACSIS068) 

•  Compare results with predictions 

•  Suggest possible reasons for findings (ACSIS215, ACSIS216)

Lesson Plan: Gear Ratios
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Content Contact and non-contact forces
• Investigate how forces and materials interact in a product or system to perform a function (ACTDEK011)

Focus Questions How can we use forces and energy in a product or system?

WALA 
(We are learning 
about)

• Gear ratios on bicycles
• Forces

ResourcesSuccess Criteria • Tabulate results in the Innovation Games video 

• Create two gear cogs

• Make predictions about the direction of each gear and the effect of one gear to another

Ignition •  Watch introduction of Innovation Games video: Gear Ratios (do not show results of the rider’s three attempts 
with different gear ratios)

• What happens when you change gears on your bike?

•  Why does changing the gears make it easier to turn the peddle?

•  Have you ever seen cogs work? They are often hidden in machine. What machine or device uses a cog?

• Why do machines turn cogs?

Gear Ratios with 
Australian Olympic 
Cyclist Kaarle 
McCulloch

https://youtu.be/-
hHKa_hM1lM 

Lesson Body •   Watch Innovation Games Video: Gear Ratios and pause appropriately for students to tabulate the results of 
the three experiment rides (1st gear, 5th gear and 11th gear)

•  Provide students with worksheet .pdf “gear ratio” and complete activity

Stage 3: Physical World: ST3-1WS-S, ST3-8PW-ST, ST3-9PW-ST
•  Have students re-create the experiment shown in the Innovation Games video: Gear Ratios

     -  This experiment may be a perfect opportunity for homework, requiring a parent or carer to be actively 
involved in the learning process

•   Have students record their times for traveling a certain distance in 1st, 5th or 11th gears or compare results 
from a stationary start and rolling start

• Gear template

• Scissors

• Cardboard

• Thumb tacks

• String

• Bicycle

• Stop watch

Check out some of our best athletes demonstrating this experiment in action!

Gear Ratios with Australian Olympic Cyclist Kaarle McCulloch 
https://youtu.be/-hHKa_hM1lM

For all five experiments, visit 
innovationgames.com.au

https://youtu.be/-hHKa_hM1lM
https://youtu.be/-hHKa_hM1lM
https://youtu.be/-hHKa_hM1lM
https://www.sydneyolympicpark.com.au/Education/Innovation-Games-Lesson-Plans
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Activity Sheet:  
Gear Ratio
How many teeth does the big 

gear have? 

How many teeth does the little 

gear have? 

Which one do you think will turn 
the fastest?

Big  Little 

The big gear is turning in the 
direction of the arrow. Draw an 
arrow to show what direction the 
little gear will turn.

Make a Gear Model:

1. Cut along the dotted line
2. Color the gears
3. Tape the paper on a styrofoam tray
4. Have an adult cut the gears out
5. Pin them to a piece of cardboard with their teeth interlocking
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Stage: 2 + 3 Term: Week: 

Strand Stage 3 – Physical World
Stage 3 of the Physical World strand focuses on the difference between contact and non-contact forces and how energy is 
transformed from one form to another. Students are provided with an opportunity to investigate how electrical energy can control 
movement in products and systems. Stage 3 of this strand develops students’ abilities to design, test and evaluate a product or system 
that demonstrates energy transformation, further developing an understanding of the interrelationship between force and energy.

Outcomes •  Plans and conducts scientific investigations to answer testable questions, and collects and summarises data to communicate 
conclusions ST3-1WS-S

•  Investigates the effects of increasing or decreasing the strength of a specific contact or noncontact force ST3-9PW-ST 

Skill Focus Working Scientifically
Questioning and Predicting
•  Make and justify predictions about scientific investigations (ACSIS231, ACSIS232)

Planning and conducting investigations
•  Identify questions to investigate scientific ideas

•  Plan and apply the elements of scientific investigations to answer problems

•  Manage investigations effectively, individually and in groups

Processing and analysing
•  Compare data with predictions

Content Describing and exploring specific forces
•  Explore and describe some common contact or non-contact forces, for example buoyancy

Lesson Plan: Sink or Float
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WALA 
(We are learning 
about)

Buoyancy

ResourcesSuccess Criteria •  Design an experiment to test if various objects sink or float
•  Describe buoyancy in terms of density
•  Explain the difference between mass and density using examples
•  Show data collected in an experiment

Ignition •  Watch introduction of innovation games episode 2: Sink or Float
•  Pause appropriately and have students make predictions about the items used in the video – will they sink 

or will they float?
•  Why do some things float and others sink?
•  What characteristics of objects make them float or sink?
•  Do humans float, sink or both? What factors contribute to this?

Sink or Float? With 
NSWIS divers Sam 
Fricker and Brittany 
O’Brien 
https://youtu.be/
JRJWqZ_AVgo

Lesson Body •  Watch Innovation Games video: Sink or Float and pause appropriately for students to make predictions 
about the items being tested in the video – class discussion and voting

•  Design an experiment to test if objects in the classroom sink or float – use attached sheet “sink or float”
•  Students are to make predictions about the items they will test
•  At conclusion of the experiment, explore density Vs mass https://youtu.be/JRJWqZ_AVgo 
     - An item sinks when the gravitational pull is greater than the upward force of the water
•  Have students attempt the experiment again and add weight to one item that floated until it sinks
•  Discuss the impact of increasing the items mass

•  Ice cream tub  
or bowl

• Water
•  Various items in 

classroom – see 
attached sheet “Sink 
or Float”

Reflection •  What forces are acting on objects when we put them into liquid?
•  Link back to ignition question “do humans float?” and instruct students to try next time they are in a pool to 

dive underwater while holding a breath and diving underwater and then exhaling all of the air in their  
lungs – what happens? 

•  Could some object, including humans, sink half-way down?
•  Define buoyancy

Check out some of our best athletes demonstrating this experiment in action!

Sink or Float? With NSWIS divers Sam Fricker and Brittany O’Brien 
https://youtu.be/JRJWqZ_AVgo

For all five experiments, visit 
innovationgames.com.au

https://youtu.be/JRJWqZ_AVgo
https://youtu.be/JRJWqZ_AVgo
https://youtu.be/JRJWqZ_AVgo
https://youtu.be/JRJWqZ_AVgo
https://www.sydneyolympicpark.com.au/Education/Innovation-Games-Lesson-Plans
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Name and draw the 
item you are testing

Prediction:
What do you think  

will happen?
(circle)

Result:
What actually 
happened?

(circle)

Was your prediction 
right (confirmed) or 

wrong (refuted)?

Eg: pencil Sink / Float Sink / Float

Sink / Float Sink / Float

Sink / Float Sink / Float

Sink / Float Sink / Float

Sink / Float Sink / Float

Sink / Float Sink / Float

Sink / Float Sink / Float

Sink / Float Sink / Float

Sink / Float Sink / Float

Sink / Float Sink / Float

Sink / Float Sink / Float

Sink / Float Sink / Float

Sink / Float Sink / Float

Sink / Float Sink / Float

Sink / Float Sink / Float

Activity Sheet:  
Sink or Float


